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Abstract. Consider the conjugacy action of the unitary group of an infinite-dimensional
separable Hilbert space on the unitary operators. A strong generic ergodicity property of
this action is established, by showing that any conjugacy invariants assigned in a definable
way to unitary operators, and taking as values countable structures up to isomorphism,
generically trivialize. Similar results are proved for conjugacy of self-adjoint operators and
for measure equivalence. The proofs make use of the theory of turbulence for continuous
actions of Polish groups, developed by Hjorth. These methods are also used to give a new
solution to a problem of Mauldin in measure theory, by showing that any analytic set of
pairwise orthogonal measures on the Cantor space is orthogonal to a product measure.
1. Introduction
Two of the main classes of operators on the infinite-dimensional separable complex Hilbert
space H, which are studied extensively in functional analysis and operator theory, are
the unitary and self-adjoint operators. The unitary operators equipped with the strong
(equivalently, the weak) operator topology form a Polish (i.e. completely metrizable
separable) group U.H/ under multiplication, while the self-adjoint operators with norm
at most 1 form a Polish space S1.H/, when equipped with the strong topology.
The unitary group U.H/ acts continuously on both U.H/ and S1.H/ by conjugation,
and our main purpose in this paper is to study (unitary) conjugacy invariants of unitary
and self-adjoint operators, i.e. functions f V U.H/ ! X and g V S1.H/ ! Y with the
property that f .VUV −1/ D f .U/ and g.V SV −1/ D g.S/, whenever U , V are in U.H/
and S is in S1.H/. For example, any such f and g, for which f .U/ and g.S/ depend
only on the spectrum or the point spectrum of U and S respectively, constitute conjugacy
invariants.
The spectral theorem for unitary operators provides a complete invariant under
conjugacy, which consists of:
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(1) an equivalence class of probability Borel measures on the unit circle T, under the
measure equivalence relation defined by:    iff  and  have the same null sets;
(2) a multiplicity function.
Similarly in the case of self-adjoint operators in S1.H/ but with T−1; 1U replacing T.
If we restrict ourselves just to the set of multiplicity-free (i.e. with spectral multiplicity 1)
unitary (respectively, self-adjoint) operators, which forms a dense G set in U.H/
(respectively, S1.H/) (see [1–3]), then this complete invariant is just a measure class on T
(respectively, T−1; 1U).
Our main purpose in this paper is to show that certain kinds of invariants are as far from
complete as possible. For example, consider the following well-known instance of this
phenomenon. Suppose that f V U.H/ ! X is a nice, i.e. Baire measurable, function from
U.H/ into some Polish space X. If f is conjugacy invariant, then it is constant on a co-
meager set. This is a special case of the following standard topological ergodicity property
(see, e.g., [4, 8.46]): if a groupG acts by homeomorphisms on a Baire space Y and at least
one orbit is dense, then for any Polish space X, every G-invariant f V Y ! X is constant
on a co-meager set. In our case, G D U.H/, Y D U.H/ and U.H/ acts by conjugation on
itself. As shown in [1], the conjugacy class of every unitary operator whose spectrum is
the entire unit circle is dense in U.H/. (A similar result also holds for f V S1.H/ ! X as
above.)
In what follows, we denote by S1 the infinite symmetric group, namely the Polish group
of all permutations of the set N of natural numbers. For any Polish group G, by a Borel
G-space we mean a Polish space X together with a Borel action of G on X. We denote by
EXG the corresponding orbit equivalence relation:
xEXGy () .9g 2 G/.g  x D y/:
Our main result is the following very strong form of generic ergodicity for the action of
U.H/ on U.H/, S1.H/ by conjugation.
THEOREM 1. If X is any Borel S1-space and f V U.H/ ! X is any Baire measurable
function with the property that U  V ) f .U/EXS1f .V /, where U  V means that
the operators U and V are conjugate, then there exists a conjugacy invariant dense G
subsetA ofU.H/ such that f TAU is contained in a singleEXS1-class (i.e. a single S1-orbit).
Similarly for S1.H/.
Remark. It should be pointed out here that every conjugacy class inU.H/, S1.H/ is meager
(see [1, 2]).
Thus, any conjugacy invariants (computed in a Baire measurable way) which can be
represented as orbits of an S1-action must generically trivialize. Here are a couple of
examples of such possible invariants.
(i) Countable subsets of a Polish space S. Let f V U.H/ ! P@0.S/ (P@0.S/ denoting
the set of all countable subsets of S) be an arbitrary conjugacy invariant mapping, in the
sense that U  V ) f .U/ D f .V /, whenever U and V are in U.H/. (An example
of such a mapping would be the assignment of the point spectrum, i.e. the set of all its
eigenvalues, to every operator in U.H/.) There are several standard ways to find a Borel
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S1-space X in which the orbits formed by the action of S1 are in a canonical bijection
 V X=S1 ! P@0.S/ (see, e.g., [5]). It is natural then to consider f nice if it has a
Baire measurable lifting f  V U.H/ ! X, in the sense that .f .U// D f .U/, whenever
U 2 U.H/. Then, for anyU , V inU.H/,U  V ) f .U/EXS1f .V /, and an application
of Theorem 1 shows that f is constant on a conjugacy invariant dense G set. (In the
above example of the point spectrum, it is well known that this fixed value is the empty
set.) Similar remarks apply to S1.H/.
(ii) Countable structures up to isomorphism. Assume that we assign to every U 2 U.H/
a countable structure f .U/ of a fixed countable language L (e.g., the language of fields,
rings, groups, graphs, linear orderings, etc.) in such a way that the assignment in question
constitutes a conjugacy invariant up to isomorphism, i.e. for any U , V in U.H/, U 
V ) f .U/ D f .V /. Assume further that f is nice, in the sense that there exists a Baire
measurable mapping f  V U.H/ ! XL (XL being the Polish space of all L-structures
whose universe is N, see, e.g., [4, 16.C]) such that for any U 2 U.H/, f .U/ D f .U/.
Then, if we consider the canonical logic action of S1 on XL whose corresponding orbit
equivalence relation is D on XL, we have that U  V ) f .U/ D f .V /, whenever
U , V are in U.H/. Therefore, by virtue of Theorem 1, there exists a conjugacy invariant
dense G subset of U.H/, for which f .U/ is fixed up to isomorphism.
The proof of Theorem 1 is reduced to the proof of the following related result
concerning the Polish space P.X/ of all probability Borel measures on a perfect Polish
space X and the measure equivalence relation .
THEOREM 2. Let X be any perfect Polish space and let Y be any Borel S1-space.
Then, for every Baire measurable function f V P.X/ ! Y with the property that
   ) f ./EYS1f ./, there exists a -invariant dense G subset A of P.X/ such
that f TAU is contained in a single EYS1-class.
Remark. Again it should be pointed out that every measure class is meager (see, e.g., §4
and the remark at the end of §5 later).
Let us say that an equivalence relation E on a Polish space X is generically S1-ergodic
if every E-class is meager and for any Borel S1-space Y and for any Baire measurable
function f V X ! Y there is an E-invariant co-meager set C  X such that f TCU is
contained in a single EYS1-class. In this terminology, Theorems 1 and 2 (and the remarks
following them) assert that  onU.H/, S1.H/, and  on P.X/ are generically S1-ergodic.
The key tool in the proof of these theorems is Hjorth’s theory of turbulence (see [6, 7]).
Definition. Let G be any Polish group acting continuously on a Polish space X and
let x 2 X. For any open neighborhood U of x in X and for any symmetric open
neighborhood V of 1G in G, the .U; V /-local orbit O.x;U; V / of x in X is defined as
follows: y 2 O.x;U; V / if and only if there exist g0; g1; : : : ; gk in V such that if x0 D x
and xiC1 D gi  xi for every i  k, then all the xi’s are in U and xkC1 D y. The action of
G on X is called turbulent at the point x, symbolically x 2 T XG , if for any such U and V
there exists an open neighborhoodU 0 of x in X such that U 0  U andO.x;U; V / is dense
in U 0.
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The concept of turbulence is a property of the orbits of the action in the sense that ifG
is any Polish group acting continuously on a Polish space X and EXG stands for the corre-
sponding orbit equivalence relation, then T XG is E
X
G-invariant. The main result concerning
the concept of turbulence that we will use is the following theorem of Hjorth [6].
THEOREM. (Hjorth). Let G be any Polish group acting continuously on a Polish space X
in such a way that the orbits of the action are meager and at least one orbit is dense. Then
the following are equivalent.
(i) The action of G on X is generically turbulent, in the sense that T XG is co-meager
in X.
(ii) .9x 2 T XG /.G  x D X/.
(iii) EXG is generically S1-ergodic, i.e. for any Borel S1-space Y and for any Baire
measurable function f V X ! Y with the property that xEXGy ) f .x/EYS1f .y/,
there exists an EXG-invariant co-meager set A  X for which f TAU is contained in a
single EYS1-class.
(iv) The same as in (iii) but with ‘Baire measurable’ replaced by ‘C-measurable’ and
‘co-meager’ replaced by ‘dense G’. (Here C-measurable means measurable with
respect to the smallest  -algebra containing the open sets and closed under the
Souslin operation.)
(v) For any Polish space Y and for any Baire measurable function f V X ! YN with
the property that xEXGy ) ff .x/.n/ V n 2 Ng D ff .y/.n/ V n 2 Ng, there
exists an EXG-invariant co-meager set A  X and a countable set C  Y such
that x 2 A ) ff .x/.n/ V n 2 Ng D C.
(vi) The same as in (v) but with ‘Baire measurable’ replaced by ‘C-measurable’ and
‘co-meager’ replaced by ‘denseG’.
(vii) For any countable language L and for any Baire measurable function f V X ! XL
with the property that xEXGy ) f .x/ D f .y/, there exists an EXG-invariant co-
meager subset A of X for which all countable structures in f TAU are isomorphic.
(viii) The same as in (vii) but with ‘Baire measurable’ replaced by ‘C-measurable’ and
‘co-meager’ replaced by ‘denseG’.
Let us say that an equivalence relation E on a Polish space X admits classification by
countable structures if there is a countable languageL and a Borel map f V X ! XL such
that xEy () f .x/ D f .y/. Clearly if E is generically S1-ergodic, E does not admit
classification by countable structures, as D on XL is induced by a Borel S1-action. It is
then a corollary of Theorem 2 that measure equivalence  on P.X/, where X is a perfect
Polish space, does not admit classification by countable structures.
We give in §2 a different (and earlier) proof of this corollary using ideas from turbulence
and a result of Kakutani in measure theory. In §3, we use similar ideas to give a new proof
of the result of Preiss and Rataj [8], who, answering a question of Mauldin, showed that
there is no maximal analytic set of pairwise orthogonal probability Borel measures on
T0; 1U. This means that for any analytic set A of pairwise orthogonal measures, there exists
a measure orthogonal to every measure in A. In fact, we prove the following strengthening,
which shows that  can be taken to be a product measure (if we switch to 2N, instead of
T0; 1U). More precisely we have the following theorem.
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THEOREM 3. For any analytic set A of pairwise orthogonal probability Borel measures
on the Cantor space 2N, there exists  2 .0; 1/N such that  ?  for every  2 A,
where  D Qn2N..n/0 C .1 − .n//1/; hence no maximal set of pairwise orthogonal
probability Borel measures on an uncountable Polish space can be analytic.
In §4, we review some facts concerning Baire category in the space of probability Borel
measures. In §5, we prove Theorem 2 and in §6 we prove Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 (for U.H/) and Theorem 2, as well as their proofs given here, were
contained in a widely circulated preprint by the authors with the title ‘A strong generic
ergodicity property of unitary conjugacy’. Following that, Solecki [9] found another proof
of Theorem 2 (for an arbitrary Polish space X), and Hjorth [10] found another proof of
Theorem 1 for U.H/.
2. Non-classification of measure equivalence by countable structures
Recall that for equivalence relations E, F on Polish spaces X, Y we say that E is Borel
reducible to Y , in symbols E B F , if there is a Borel map f V X ! Y such that
x1Ex2 () f .x1/Ff .x2/.
THEOREM 2.1. Let  stand for equivalence (i.e. mutual absolute continuity) of
probability Borel measures on an uncountable Polish space. Then  does not admit
classification by countable structures.
Proof. We may as well assume that we work with the Cantor space. Identifying every
x 2 ZN2 with the corresponding subset of N of which it is the characteristic function, we
have that x C y D x4y, whenever x, y are in ZN2 , and .P.N/;4/ acquires the structure of
a Polish group. Moreover, setting
x 2 I ()
X
n2x
1
nC 1 < 1;
whenever x 2 P.N/, we obtain a Polishable subgroup .I;4/ of .P.N/;4/ whose
translation action on .P.N/;4/ is generically turbulent (see [6]) and consequently EP.N/I
does not admit classification by countable structures. As the function f V P.N/ ! T0; 1UN
defined by
f .x/.n/ D
8<
:
1p
nC 1 ; if n 2 x;
0; if n 2 N n x;
whenever x 2 P.N/, is continuous and satisfies the condition
jf .x/.n/− f .y/.n/j D
8<
:
1p
nC 1 ; if n 2 x4y;
0; if n 2 N n .x4y/;
whenever x, y are in P.N/, it follows that
xE
P.N/
I y () .f .x/.n/− f .y/.n//n2N 2 l2;
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hence EP.N/I B2, where u 2 v () .u.n/ − v.n//n2N 2 l2, whenever u, v are in
T0; 1UN, and consequently it is enough to prove that 2B.
Setting  D Qn2N..n/0 C .1 − .n//1/, whenever  2 T0; 1UN, we obtain a
continuous function T0; 1UN 3  7!  2 P.ZN2 /. Moreover, by virtue of a theorem of
Kakutani (see, e.g., [11, p. 456]), if ,  in T0; 1UN are such that .9 > 0/.8n 2 N/. 
.n/  1 −  ^   .n/  1 − /, then
   ()
1X
nD0
j.n/− .n/j2 < 1:
Therefore, setting f .x/.n/ D .1 C x.n//=4, whenever x 2 T0; 1UN and n 2 N, we obtain
a continuous function f V T0; 1UN ! T 14 ; 12 UN with the property that x2y () f .x/ 
f.y/, whenever x, y are in T0; 1UN. 2
Remark. Using Theorem 2.1 and the spectral theorem one can easily show that unitary
equivalence of unitary and self-adjoint operators does not admit classification by countable
structures. We do not provide the details here since they are similar to the arguments in §6
later.
3. An application: maximal sets of orthogonal measures
Mauldin et al. [12] raised the question of whether there exists a maximal set of pairwise
orthogonal probability Borel measures on T0; 1U, which is analytic. Preiss and Rataj [8]
solved this problem by showing that they do not exist. We give below a different proof of
this result, which actually provides some additional information.
THEOREM 3.1. For any analytic set A of pairwise orthogonal probability Borel measures
on the Cantor space 2N, there exists  2 .0; 1/N such that  ?  for every  2 A,
where  D Qn2N..n/0 C .1 − .n//1/; hence no maximal set of pairwise orthogonal
probability Borel measures on an uncountable Polish space can be analytic.
We begin by giving the following definition.
Definition 3.2. Let  be an analytic partial pre-ordering on a Polish space X and let 
stand for the associated equivalence relation, i.e.
x  y () .x  y ^ y  x/;
whenever x, y are in X, while ? stands for the associated orthogonality relation, i.e.
x ? y () :.9z 2 X/.z  x ^ z  y/;
whenever x, y are in X. Given x 2 X, we shall say that ? satisfies the countable chain
condition (ccc) below x if the set fy 2 X V y  xg does not contain uncountably many
pairwise orthogonal elements.
We proceed by proving the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.3. Let  be an analytic partial pre-ordering on a Polish space X such that ?
satisfies the ccc below every x 2 X and assume that there exists a generically S1-ergodic
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equivalence relation E on a Polish space Y and a Borel measurable function f V Y ! X
with the properties that zEy ) f .z/  f .y/ and :zEy ) f .z/ ? f .y/, whenever z, y
are in Y . Then, given any analytic subset A of X, which consists of pairwise orthogonal
elements, there exists y 2 Y such that f .y/ ? x for every x 2 A.
Proof. Towards a contradiction we assume the contrary, i.e. that .8y 2 Y /.9x 2
A/.:f .y/ ? x/. Setting G.y/ D fx 2 A V :f .y/ ? xg for every y 2 Y , we obtain
a countable non-empty subset of A: indeed if fxi V i 2 I g  G.y/, with i 6D j ) xi 6D xj ,
there is, for each i 2 I , some ui  xi , ui  f .y/. Since
i 6D j ) xi 6D xj ) xi ? xj ) ui ? uj ;
and all ui  f .y/, we have that I is countable, because ? satisfies the ccc below f .y/.
Thus, the relation R.y; x/ () x 2 G.y/, where y 2 Y and x 2 X, is analytic
with each section Ry D G.y/ countable and non-empty, which implies that there exists a
C-measurable function g V Y ! XN such that fg.y/.n/ V n 2 Ng D G.y/ for every y 2 Y .
As yEz ) f .y/  f .z/ ) G.y/ D G.z/ ) fg.y/.n/ V n 2 Ng D fg.z/.n/ V n 2 Ng,
whenever y, z are in Y , the fact that E is generically S1-ergodic shows that there
exists an E-invariant dense G subset A of Y and a countable subset C of X such that
y 2 A ) G.y/ D C, whenever y 2 Y . We will obtain a contradiction by showing that A
contains countably many E-equivalence classes and consequently it is meager: indeed if
fyi V i 2 I g  C and i 6D j ) :yiEyj , then i 6D j ) f .yi/ ? f .yj /. Fix x 2 a. Then
x 2 G.yi/, so there is ui  x, ui  f .yi/. So i 6D j ) f .yi/ ? f .yj / ) ui ? uj , thus,
since ui  x, we have that I is countable. 2
We are finally in a position to prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Absolute continuity  of probability Borel measures on the Cantor
set constitutes a Borel partial pre-ordering on P.2N/ for which , i.e. the associated
equivalence relation, is mutual absolute continuity, and for which ?, i.e. the associated
orthogonality relation, is the usual orthogonality relation between measures. Since ?
satisfies the ccc below every  2 P.2N/ (because if    then   .jA/ for some
Borel set A  2N of positive -measure, so if    and    are orthogonal, then
  .jA/,   .jB/, and .A\B/ D 0), by virtue of the fact that the translation action
of .I;4/ on .P.N/;4/, as defined in §2, is generically turbulent, the preceding Lemma 3.3
shows that it is enough to construct a Borel measurable function f V P.N/ ! P.2N/ with
the properties that zEP.N/I y ) f .z/  f .y/ and :zEP.N/I y ) f .z/ ? f .y/, whenever
z, y are in P.N/. To this end, setting
.y/.n/ D
8>><
>>:
1
4

1 C 1p
nC 1

; if n 2 y;
1
4
; if n 2 N n y;
for every n 2 N and f .y/ D .y/ for every y 2 P.N/, we obtain a continuous function
f V P.N/ ! P.2N/ such that if z, y are in P.N/, then
1X
nD0
j.z/.n/− .y/.n/j2 D
X
n2x4y
1
16.nC 1/
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and we need only appeal to the theorem of Kakutani mentioned in the proof of
Theorem 2.1, which also shows that if
1X
nD0
j.z/.n/− .y/.n/j2 D 1;
then .z/ ? .y/. 2
4. Baire category in the space of probability Borel measures
The following result is well known but we provide a proof for the convenience of the reader
(see also [1] for a proof in the case of the unit circle).
PROPOSITION 4.1. If X is any compact perfect Polish space, then Pc.X/ D f 2 P.X/ V
 is continuous, P .X/ D f 2 P.X/ V supp./ D Xg and ? D f 2 P.X/ V  ? g
constitute -invariant dense G’s in P.X/, while f 2 P.X/ V    and d=d 2
C.X;RC/g is dense and meager in P.X/, whenever  2 P .X/.
Proof. We divide the argument into four steps.
(a) P .X/ constitutes a -invariant denseG in P.X/: If fOn V n 2 Ng is any countable
basis for the topology on X, then P .X/ D Tn2N.f 2 P.X/ V .On/ D 0gc/ and by
virtue of the Baire category theorem and the Portmanteau Theorem (see, e.g., [4, 17.20]) it
is enough to prove that for any non-empty openO  X, int.f 2 P.X/ V .O/ D 0g/ D ;.
Towards a contradiction we assume the contrary and let  2 P.X/, ff0; : : : ; fng 
C.X;R/ and  > 0 be such that
 2 P.X/ V .8i  n/

Z
X
fi d−
Z
X
fi d
 < 

 f 2 P.X/ V .O/ D 0g;
while x 2 O and  > 0 are such that

1 C  max0in

Z
X
fi d
 C jfi.x/j

< :
Then
 D C x
1 C  2 P.X/
and
.O/ D 
1 C  > 0;
while for any 0  i  n,Z
X
fi d −
Z
X
fi d D 1 C 
Z
X
fi dC fi.x/

)

Z
X
fi d −
Z
X
fi d
 < ;
a contradiction.
(b) For any  2 P.X/, ? constitutes a -invariant dense G in P.X/: Since the set
fx 2 X V .fxg/ > 0g is countable, if fOn V n 2 Ng is any countable basis for the topology
on X, an application of the Cantor–Bendixson Theorem shows that for any n 2 N, there
exists xn 2 On such that .fxng/ D 0. Hence, D D fxn V n 2 Ng is countable dense in X
and .D/ D 0, which implies that f 2 P.X/ V supp./ is finite and contained inDg  ?
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and consequently ? is dense in P.X/. In addition, if fck V k 2 Ng is any countable dense
subset ofX and B D fSi<n B.cki I 2−li / V .k0; : : : ; kn−1/; .l0; : : : ; ln−1/ 2 Nn and n 2 Ng,
then ? D T.m;n/2N2 Omn, where for any .m; n/ 2 N2,
Omn D
[
B2BI.B/<2−.mCn/
f 2 P.X/ V .Bc/ < 2−ng;
and consequently given any .m; n/ 2 N2, we need only prove that Omn is open in P.X/,
which follows from the Portmanteau Theorem.
(c) Pc.X/ constitutes a -invariant dense G in P.X/: We will first prove that
Pc.X/ constitutes a G . Since X is compact, both P.X/ and K.X/ are also compact
and since projP.X/ V P.X/  X 3 .; x/ 7!  2 P.X/ is obviously continuous,
while X 3 x 7! fxg 2 K.X/ constitutes an embedding, it follows that the function
P.X/  X 3 .; x/ 7! .fxg/ 2 T0; 1U is upper semi-continuous and consequently its
upper sections are closed and therefore compact, which implies that
P.X/ n Pc.X/ D
[
n2N
projP.X/Tf.; x/ 2 P.X/ X V .fxg/  2−ngU
is K in P.X/. The fact that Pc.X/ is dense in P.X/ will follow once we prove the fourth
step of the argument, since Pc.X/ \ P .X/ 6D ; and if  2 Pc.X/ \ P .X/, then
 2 P.X/ V    and d
d
2 C.X;RC/

 Pc.X/ \ P .X/:
(d) For any  2 P .X/, f 2 P.X/ V    and d=d 2 C.X;RC/g is dense and
meager in P.X/: By virtue of (b), it is enough to prove that the set in question is dense.
To this end given  2 P.X/ such that supp./ D fx0; : : : ; xlg, ff0; : : : ; fng  C.X;R/
and  > 0, we need only prove that there exists  2 P.X/ such that    and
d=d 2 C.X;RC/, while for any 0  i  n,
Z
X
fi d−
Z
X
fi d
 < 
or (equivalently) 
Z
X
fi d−
lX
kD0
kfi.xk/
 < ;
where k D .fxkg/, 0  k  l. We setM D max0in kfik1 and choose  > 0 such that
the balls B.xkI /, 0  k  l, are pairwise disjoint and supy2B.xkI/ jfi.y/−fi.xk/j < =3,
for any pair of indices i, k. Given any 0  k  l, an application of the Urysohn
Lemma for locally compact Hausdorff spaces shows that there exists a continuous function
 k V X ! T0; 1U such that  k D 1 in B.xkI =2/ and  k D 0 out of B.xkI /, and if
k D
R
X  k d, then, since  k D 1 in B.xkI =2/ and  k D 0 out of B.xkI /, it follows
that k  .B.xkI =2// > 0 and k D
R
B.xkI/  k d. We set  D min0kl k > 0 and
let 0 <  < 1 be such that . C 1/−1M.−1 C / < =3 and M < =3. Setting h DPl
kD0 k
−1
k  k C , it is not difficult to see that   h  −1 C , h V X ! T; −1 C U
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is continuous and
R
X h d D 1 C . Therefore, if d D h.1 C /−1 d, then    and
d=d 2 C.X;RC/. Moreover, given any 0  i  n,
Z
X
fi d−
lX
kD0
kfi.xk/ D− 1 C 
Z
X
fih d
C
lX
kD0
k
Z
B.xkI/
.fi.y/− fi.xk//−1k  k.y/ d.y/
C 
Z
X
fi d:
Now 
Z
X
fih d
  M.−1 C /;

Z
X
fi d
  M
and given 0  k  l,
Z
B.xkI/
.fi.y/− fi.xk//−1k  k.y/ d.y/
  sup
y2B.xkI/
jfi.y/− fi.xk/j < 3 ;
which implies that

Z
X
fi d−
lX
kD0
kfi.xk/
 < 1 C M.−1 C /C

3
lX
kD0
k C M < : 2
5. Generic S1-ergodicity for measures
THEOREM 5.1. If X is any perfect Polish space and  stands for equivalence of
probability Borel measures on X, then  is generically S1-ergodic.
Notice that it is enough to prove Theorem 5.1 for compact perfect Polish spaces, by
considering a compactification of X.
Indeed, sinceX is homeomorphic to aG subset of the Hilbert cube T0; 1UN, the closure
X of X in T0; 1UN obviously constitutes a compact perfect Polish space and if .Om/m2N is
any descending sequence of open subsets ofX with the property thatX D Tm2NOm, then
it is enough to notice that
P.X/ D
\
.m;n/2N2
f 2 P.X/ V .Om/ > 1 − 2−ng
constitutes a dense G in P.X/, something that follows from the fact that the Om’s are
dense in X and the functions P.X/ 3  7! .Om/ 2 T0; 1U, m 2 N, are lower semi-
continuous.
So for the rest of this section we will assume thatX is also compact. We begin by giving
the following definitions.
Definition 5.2. We will say that an equivalence relationE on a given Polish spaceX admits
an approximation by a Polish group action, when the following conditions are satisfied.
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(i) For any x 2 X, there exists a Polish space 0x and a continuous mapping x V 0x !
X such that xT0xU D TxUE.
(ii) There exists a Polish group G acting continuously on X with the property that, for
any x 2 X, there exists a continuous injection ix V G ,! 0x such that ix TGU D 0x
and x.ix.g// D g  x, whenever g 2 G.
(iii) For any x 2 X and for any γ 2 0x , there exists a homeomorphism  x;γ V 0x !
0x.γ / with the property that x./ D x.γ /. x;γ .//, whenever  2 0x .
Definition 5.3. Let E be any equivalence relation on a given Polish space X and assume
that it admits an approximation by a Polish group action. Then, keeping the same notation
as in Definition 5.2, for any subset A of X its pseudo-Vaught transforms, A and A4, are
defined as follows:
A D fx 2 X V .8γ 2 0x/.x.γ / 2 A/g;
and
A4 D fx 2 X V .9γ 2 0x/.x.γ / 2 A/g:
(Here 8γ means for ‘co-meager many γ ’ and 9γ means ‘for non-meager many γ .’)
The following proposition summarizes the basic properties of the pseudo-Vaught
transforms.
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let E be any equivalence relation on a given Polish space X and
assume that it admits an approximation by a Polish group action. Then, keeping the same
notation as in Definition 5.2, we have the following.
(a) The pseudo-Vaught transforms P  and P4 of any subset P of X are E-invariant
and .P /E  P   P4  TP UE , where .P /E D fx 2 X V TxUE  P g and
TP UE D fx 2 X V TxUE \ P 6D ;g.
(b) For any P  X, X n P4 D .X n P/ and X n P  D .X n P/4.
(c) If P , Q are any subsets of X, then P  Q ) .P4  Q4 ^ P   Q/.
(d) If P  X and Pn  X, whenever n 2 N, then P D Sn2N Pn ) P4 D Sn2N P4n
and P D Tn2N Pn ) P  D Tn2N P n .
(e) For any open P  X, P  constitutes a G .
(f) If P  X is EXG-invariant and constitutes a G , then P is contained in P .
In particular, if P  X is EXG-invariant and constitutes a dense G , then P  is
E-invariant and constitutes a dense G.
Proof. Parts (b)–(d) are fairly straightforward and we will restrict ourselves to proving (a),
(e) and (f).
(a) Since the fact that .P /E  P   P4  TP UE is an immediate consequence of the
definitions, we will restrict ourselves again to proving that bothP  and P4 areE-invariant.
Indeed, if x 2 P  and y 2 P4, while γ 2 0x and  2 0y , then f 2 0x V x./ 2 P g is
co-meager in 0x and f 2 0y V y./ 2 P g is non-meager in 0y , hence since the mappings
 x;γ V 0x ! 0x.γ / and  y; V 0y ! 0y./ constitute homeomorphisms, while for any
 2 0x and for any  2 0y , x./ D x.γ /. x;γ .// and y./ D y./. y;.//,
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it follows that
 x;γ Tf 2 0x V x./ 2 P gU D f x;γ ./ V  2 0x ^ x./ 2 P g
D f x;γ ./ V  2 0x ^ x.γ /. x;γ .// 2 P g
D f0 2 0x.γ / V x.γ /.0/ 2 P g
is co-meager in 0x.γ / and consequently x.γ / 2 P , while
 y;Tf 2 0y V y./ 2 P gU D f y;./ V  2 0y ^ y./ 2 P g
D f y;./ V  2 0y ^ y./. y;.// 2 P g
D f 0 2 0y./ V y./. 0/ 2 P g
is non-meager in 0y./ and consequently y./ 2 P4.
(e) We choose at random a countable dense subset C of G and let d be any complete
compatible metric on G. Given x 2 X, since the mapping x V 0x ! X is continuous,
fγ 2 0x V x.γ / 2 P g is open in 0x and consequently it is co-meager in 0x iff it is dense
in 0x or (equivalently) .8n 2 N/.8a 2 C/.9b 2 C/.d.a; b/ < 2−n ^ b  x 2 P/, which is
easily seen to imply that P  constitutes a G.
(f) If x 2 P , then our assumptions imply that ixTGU is contained in fγ 2 0x V
x.γ / 2 P g which constitutes a G; therefore, x 2 P . 2
The relation between the notion of generic S1-ergodicity and the notion of
approximation by a Polish group action for equivalence relations is demonstrated by the
following proposition.
PROPOSITION 5.5. Every equivalence relation all of whose equivalence classes are
meager and which admits an approximation by a generically turbulent Polish group action
is generically S1-ergodic.
Proof. Let E be any equivalence relation on a given Polish space X and assume that all
its equivalence classes are meager and that it admits an approximation by a generically
turbulent Polish group action. Then, keeping the same notation as in Definition 5.2,
the fact that the action of G on X is generically turbulent implies that if Y is any
Borel S1-space and f V X ! Y is any C-measurable function with the property that
xEy ) f .x/EYS1f .y/, whenever x, y are in X, then there exists an EXG-invariant dense
G subsetB ofX for which f TBU is contained in a singleEYS1-class. Thus, settingA D B,
Proposition 5.4 is easily seen to imply that A constitutes an E-invariant dense G subset
of X for which f TAU is contained in a single EYS1-class. 2
Proposition 4.1 is easily seen to imply that every -equivalence class is meager and
consequently, by virtue of Proposition 5.5, in order to prove Theorem 5.1 it is enough to
show that mutual absolute continuity admits an approximation by a generically turbulent
Polish group action.
PROPOSITION 5.6. If X is any compact perfect Polish space, then we have the following.
(i) For any  2 P.X/, L1CC.X;/ D ff 2 L1.X;/ V f > 0; -a.e.g constitutes a
dense G in L1C.X;/ D ff 2 L1.X;/ V f  0; -a.e.g, and the mapping 8 V
L1C.X;/ n f0g ! P.X/ defined by the relation d.8.f // D .
R
X f d/
−1f d is
continuous and satisfies the condition8TL1CC.X;/U D TU.
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(ii) C.X;RC/ D ff V X ! R V f is continuous and f > 0g constitutes a group
under pointwise multiplication, the group structure in question being compatible
with the topology of uniform convergence which is Polish on C.X;RC/, and it acts
continuously on P.X/ via C.X;RC/ P.X/ 3 .f; / 7! 8.f / 2 P.X/. Also for
any 2 P.X/, C.X;RC/ D L1CC.X;/ (where we identify here any f 2 C.X;RC/
with the unique element of L1CC.X;/ containing f ).
(iii) For any  2 P.X/ and for any f 2 L1CC.X;/, the mapping 9;f V L1CC.X;/ 3
g 7! g.R
X
f d/=f 2 L1CC.X;8.f // constitutes a homeomorphism with the
property that8.g/ D 88.f /.9;f .g//.
Proof. (i) We divide the argument into two steps.
(a) L1CC.X;/ constitutes a dense G in L1C.X;/: If ,  are arbitrary positive
rationals, then we set H./ D ff 2 L1C.X;/ V .fx 2 X V f .x/ > g/ > 1 − g
and let H D T2QC
S
2QC H
./
 . It is not difficult to verify that H D L1CC.X;/ and
consequently we need only prove that, for any  2 QC, the setH./ D
S
2QC H
./
 is open
and dense in L1C.X;/.
We shall first prove that H./ is open in L1C.X;/. So let f 2 H./ and let  2 QC be
such that.fx 2 X V f .x/ > g/ > 1−. We set  D .fx 2 X V f .x/ > g/−.1−/ > 0
and let g be any non-negative function in L1.X;/ such that
R
X
jf − gj d < =2. If
E D
n
x 2 X V jf .x/− g.x/j > 
2
o
;
then obviously

2
.E/ 
Z
E
jf .x/− g.x/j d.x/ < 
2
and hence

n
x 2 X V jf .x/− g.x/j > 
2
o
< :
Thus, sincen
x 2 X V g.x/  
2
o
\ fx 2 X V f .x/ > g 
n
x 2 X V jf .x/− g.x/j > 
2
o
and hencen
x 2 X V g.x/  
2
o
 fx 2 X V f .x/  g [
n
x 2 X V jf .x/− g.x/j > 
2
o
;
it follows that

n
x 2 X V g.x/  
2
o
 .fx 2 X V f .x/  g/
C 
n
x 2 X V jf .x/− g.x/j > 
2
o
< 1 − .fx 2 X V f .x/ > g/C  D 
and consequently

n
x 2 X V g.x/ > 
2
o
> 1 − ;
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i.e. g 2 H./=2. We have thus proved that
g 2 L1C.X;/ V
Z
X
jf − gj d < 
2

 H./
and consequentlyH./ is open in L1C.X;/.
What is left to show is that H./ is dense in L1C.X;/. So let f be any non-negative
function in L1.X;/ and let  2 QC. Then evidently f C .=2/ 2 L1CC.X;/ and
f C .=2/ 2 H./.
(b) 8 V L1C.X;/ n f0g ! P.X/ is continuous and satisfies the condition
8TL1CC.X;/U D TU: If fn ! f in L1C.X;/ n f0g as n ! 1, then evidently
Z
X
fn d−
Z
X
f d
 
Z
X
jfn − f j d ! 0
as n ! 1 and for any g 2 C.X;R/,
Z
X
gfn d−
Z
X
gf d
  kgk1 
Z
X
jfn − f j d ! 0
as n ! 1. Therefore,
Z
X
gd.8.fn// D
Z
X
gfn d 
 Z
X
fn d
−1
!
Z
X
gf d 
 Z
X
f d
−1
D
Z
X
gd.8.f //
as n ! 1, whenever g 2 C.X;R/, and consequently 8.fn/ ! 8.f / in P.X/ as
n ! 1, which implies that the mapping 8 V L1C.X;/ n f0g ! P.X/ is continuous.
The fact that it satisfies the condition 8TL1CC.X;/U D TU follows immediately from
the Radon–Nikodym Theorem.
(ii) It is straightforward to verify that C.X;RC/  P.X/ 3 .f; / 7! 8.f / 2 P.X/
constitutes an action whose continuity follows from part (i), while the density of C.X;RC/
in L1CC.X;/ follows from Lusin’s Theorem (see Rudin [13, 2.23]).
(iii) This is straightforward. 2
Thus, by virtue of Propositions 5.5 and 5.6, in order to complete the proof of
Theorem 5.1, it is enough to show that the action of C.X;RC/ on P.X/ described in
Proposition 5.6 is generically turbulent. The following lemma establishes a sufficient
condition for turbulence.
LEMMA 5.7. Let G be any Polish group acting continuously on a Polish space X and
let x 2 X. Suppose G  x is dense in X and there exists a fundamental system of open
neighborhoods U of x in X with the property that, for any g 2 G for which g  x 2 U ,
there exists h 2 G and a continuous path T0; 1U 3 t 7! ht 2 G such that g  x D h  x,
h0 D 1G, h1 D h and ht  x 2 U , whenever t 2 T0; 1U. Then the action of G on X is
turbulent at the point x.
Proof. Let V be any open neighborhood of x in X and let W be any symmetric open
neighborhood of the identity in G. Then there exists an open neighborhood U of x in
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X which is contained in V and satisfies the condition stated in the formulation of the
lemma. We need only prove that O.x;U;W/ D U \ .G  x/. So let g 2 G be such
that g  x 2 U \ .G  x/ and let h 2 G and T0; 1U 3 t 7! ht 2 G be as in the
statement of the lemma. Then there exists a positive integer N such that for any s, t in
T0; 1U, js − tj  N−1 ) hs  h−1t 2 W . Hence, setting t0 D 0, tk D tk−1 C N−1
and gk D htk  h−1tk−1 , whenever 1  k  N , it follows immediately that gk 2 W and
gk : : : g1  x D htk  x 2 U , whenever 1  k  N , while gN : : : g1  x D g  x. We have thus
proved thatO.x;U;W/ D U \ .G  x/. 2
Thus, by virtue of Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 5.7, in order to prove that the action of
C.X;RC/ on P.X/, described in Proposition 5.6, is generically turbulent, it is enough to
verify that the system of open neighborhoods of  2 P .X/, which consists of the sets of
the form
UIf0;:::;fnI D

 2 P.X/ V .8i  n/

Z
X
fi d −
Z
X
fi d
 < 

;
where ff0; : : : ; fng  C.X;R/ and  > 0, satisfies the condition stated in the formulation
of Lemma 5.7. Indeed, if g is any function in the group considered, such that g   2
UIf0;:::;fnI , then we need only take h D .
R
X g d/
−1 g and ht D .1 − t/C th, whenever
t 2 T0; 1U. 2
6. Generic turbulence for unitary and self-adjoint operators
THEOREM 6.1. Let H be any infinite-dimensional separable complex Hilbert space and
let U.H/ stand for the Polish group of unitary operators on H, while S1.H/ stands for
the Polish space of self-adjoint operators on H with norm at most 1, both equipped with
the strong topology. Then the conjugation action of U.H/ on both U.H/ and S1.H/ is
generically turbulent.
We begin by giving the following definition.
Definition 6.2. When a complete orthonormal system fen V n 2 Ng in H is fixed, a
canonical representative of its maximal spectral type is assigned to every normal bounded
linear operator T on H as follows:
T .B/ D
1X
nD0
2−.nC1/ETen;en.B/ .B 2 B. .T ///;
where ET denotes the spectral measure and .T / the spectrum that correspond to T and
ETx;y.B/ D .ET .B/x; y/ .B 2 B. .T /// for every x, y in H.
The importance of the canonical representative of the maximal spectral type of a normal
bounded linear operator on H is demonstrated by the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 6.3. If T and Tn; n 2 N, are any normal bounded linear operators on H
whose spectrum is contained in K 2 K.C/ n f;g and Tn ! T in L.H/ as n ! 1, with
respect to the strong topology, then Tn ! T in P.K/ as n ! 1.
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Proof. We will first prove the following standard claim: For any continuous function
f V K ! C, f .Tn/ ! f .T / in L.H/ as n ! 1, with respect to the strong topology.
Let u, v be any unit vectors on H and let p.z/ 2 CTzU. Then, the proof of the spectral
theorem shows that
..f .Tn/− f .T //u; v/ D
Z
K
.f − p/ dETnu;v C ..p.Tn/− p.T //u; v/C
Z
K
.p − f / dETu;v;
so
j..f .Tn/− f .T //u; v/j 
Z
K
jf − pjj dETnu;vj C j..p.Tn/− p.T //u; v/j
C
Z
K
jf − pjj dETu;vj  2  kf − pk1  kuk  kvk
C j..p.Tn/− p.T //u; v/j;
for any n 2 N, and consequently
k.f .Tn/− f .T //uk D sup
kvkD1
j..f .Tn/− f .T //u; v/j
 2  kf − pk1  kuk C sup
kvkD1
j..p.Tn/− p.T //u; v/j
D 2  kf − pk1  kuk C k.p.Tn/− p.T //uk
for every n 2 N. Hence, by virtue of the Stone–Weierstass Theorem, it is enough to prove
that k.p.Tn/− p.T //uk ! 0 as n ! 1. Indeed, if p.z/ has degree N and
p.z/ D
NX
kD0
kz
k;
where the k’s are in C and N 6D 0, then the proof of the spectral theorem shows that
k.p.Tn/− p.T //uk 
NX
kD0
jkj  k.T kn − T k/uk

NX
kD0
jkj  k 

sup
z2K
jzj
k−1
 k.Tn − T /uk ! 0 as n ! 1:
Now to prove the proposition, by virtue of the Portmanteau Theorem, given any closed
F  K , it is enough to show that
lim sup
n!1
Tn.F /  T .F /
and since for any n;N 2 N,
Tn.F / 
NX
kD0
2−.kC1/ETnek;ek .F /C
X
k>N
2−.kC1/;
it is enough to prove that for any k 2 N,
lim sup
n!1
ETnek;ek .F /  ETek;ek .F /;
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whenever F  K is closed, or (equivalently) that ETnek;ek ! ETek;ek in P.K/ as n ! 1;
but this follows from the above-mentioned claim, since for any f 2 C.K;C/,

Z
K
f dETnek;ek −
Z
K
f dETek;ek
 D j..f .Tn/− f .T //ek; ek/j
 k.f .Tn/− f .T //ekk ! 0 as n ! 1: 2
Thus, since the functions that assign a measure in P.T/ to every operator in U.H/
and a measure in P.T−1; 1U/ to every operator in S1.H/ as a canonical representative of
its maximal spectral type are continuous, we will reduce the proof of Theorem 6.1 to
Theorem 5.1. To this end, we will first prove that there exist Borel inverses of the functions
mentioned above that assign an operator in U.H/ to every measure in P .T/ \ Pc.T/ and
an operator in S1.H/ to every measure in P .T−1; 1U/ \ Pc.T−1; 1U/, and we will then
prove that the Polish group actions considered in Theorem 6.1 are generically turbulent by
proving that they satisfy the antecedents and part (iv) of the succedants of the theorem of
Hjorth mentioned in §1.
Definition 6.4. Given  2 P .T/\Pc.T/ and  2 P .T−1; 1U/\Pc.T−1; 1U/, let f stand
for the function e2it 7! .fe2is V 0  s < tg/ mod 1 .t 2 T0; 1// and let g stand for the
function x 7! .T−1; xU/ .x 2 T−1; 1U/.
LEMMA 6.5. For any  2 P .T/ \ Pc.T/ and for any  2 P .T−1; 1U/ \ Pc.T−1; 1U/,
the mappings8 V L2.T0; 1/;m1/ 3 f 7! f  f 2 L2.T; / and 9 V L2.T0; 1U;m1/ 3
g 7! g  g 2 L2.T−1; 1U; / constitute Hilbert space isomorphisms.
Proof. Straightforward. 2
LEMMA 6.6. Given  2 P .T/\Pc.T/ the mappingUf D f−1 f .f 2 L2.T0; 1/;m1//
constitutes a multiplicity-free unitary operator on L2.T0; 1/;m1/, with U D  with
respect to the standard basis in L2.T0; 1/;m1/, which consists of the functions en V
x 7! e2inx .x 2 T0; 1/I n 2 Z/. Given  2 P .T−1; 1U/ \ Pc.T−1; 1U/ the mapping
Sg D g−1  g .g 2 L2.T0; 1U;m1// constitutes a multiplicity-free self-adjoint operator on
L2.T0; 1U;m1/ with norm at most 1, and with S D  with respect to the standard basis
in L2.T0; 1U;m1/, which consists of the functions en V x 7! e2inx .x 2 T0; 1UI n 2 Z/.
Proof. For any f 2 L2.T0; 1/;m1/ and for any g; h 2 L2.T0; 1U;m1/,
.kUf k2/2 D
Z 1
0
jf−1  f j2 dm1 D
Z 1
0
jf−1 j2  jf j2 dm1 D .kf k2/2;
.kSgk2/2 D
Z 1
0
jg−1  gj2 dm1  .kg−1 k1/2 
Z 1
0
jgj2 dm1  .kgk2/2
and
.Sg; h/ D
Z 1
0
g−1 g  h  dm1 D
Z 1
0
g  g−1 h  dm1 D .g; Sh/;
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which implies that U 2 U.L2.T0; 1/;m1// and S 2 S1.L2.T0; 1U;m1//. Moreover, if
f 2 L2.T; / and g 2 L2.T−1; 1U; /, then
.8U8
−1
 f /. / D .8U.f  f−1 //. / D .8.f−1  .f  f−1 ///. /
D ..f−1  f/  ..f  f−1 /  f//. / D   f . /;
whenever  2 T, and similarly .9S9−1 g/.x/ D x  g.x/, whenever x 2 T−1; 1U, which
implies that 8U8−1 is multiplicity-free and
E8U8
−1
 .B/f D B  f .B 2 B.T/I f 2 L2.T; //;
while 9S9−1 is multiplicity-free and
E9S9
−1
 .B/g D B  g .B 2 B.T−1; 1U/I g 2 L2.T−1; 1U; //:
Therefore, we deduce that U is multiplicity-free and
EU .B/ D 8−1 E8U8
−1
 .B/8 .B 2 B.T//;
while S is multiplicity-free and
ES.B/ D 9−1 E9S9
−1
 .B/9 .B 2 B.T−1; 1U//:
Hence
EUen;en .B/ D .EU .B/en; en/ D .E8U8
−1
 .B/8en;8en/
D
Z
T
B  .en  f/  .en  f/ d D
Z
B
jen  f j2 d D .B/;
whenever B 2 B.T/, and similarly ESen;en.B/ D .B/, whenever B 2 B.T−1; 1U/, which
implies that EUen;en D  and ESen;en D , whenever n 2 Z and consequently U D  and
S D . 2
In the following denote by V U D VUV −1 the conjugacy action of U.H/ on U.H/ or
S1.H/, and by  the unitary conjugacy equivalence relation. We also let
U1 D fU 2 U.H/ V U.H/  U D U.H/g;
U2 D fU 2 U.H/ V the spectrum of U is equal to Tg;
U3 D fU 2 U.H/ V U is multiplicity-freeg
and define 61, 62, 63 similarly for S1.H/ (also replacing T by T−1; 1U). By Choksi and
Nadkarni [1, 2] and Simon [3], they are all conjugacy invariant denseG’s.
PROPOSITION 6.7.
(i) Viewing H as beingL2.T0; 1/;m1/, the mappingP .T/\Pc.T/ 3  7! U 2 U2\U3
is Borel and    0 () U  U 0 , whenever ;  0 2 P .T/ \ Pc.T/.
(ii) Viewing H as being L2.T0; 1U;m1/, the mapping P .T−1; 1U/ \ Pc.T−1; 1U/ 3
 7! S 2 62 \ 63 is Borel and   0 () S  S0 , whenever
; 0 2 P .T−1; 1U/ \ Pc.T−1; 1U/.
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Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 6.6 and the spectral theorem. 2
PROPOSITION 6.8.
(i) For any S 2 62, U.H/  S is dense in S1.H/.
(ii) (Choksi and Nadkarni [1]) For any U 2 U2, U.H/  U is dense in U.H/.
Proof. (i) We will first prove the following claim: let x1; : : : ; xn be n unit vectors in H such
that 1  i < j  n ) j.xi; xj /j < , where 0 <  < 7−n. Then the unit vectors e1; : : : ; en
obtained from x1; : : : ; xn by the standard Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization process satisfy
the conditions kxi − eik < 7i, 1  i  n.
By definition, em D ym=kymk and ym D xm − Pm−1kD1 .xm; ek/ek for every 1  m  n,
and we argue by induction on n. So let n > 1 and assume the claim for the natural
number n − 1. Then kxi − eik < 7i, 1  i < n, and what we need to show is that
kxn − enk < 7n. But setting p.n/ D .Pn−1kD1.1 C 7k/2/1=2, we have that 3p.n/ < 7n and
kyn − xnk2 < 2p.n/2, which implies that 1 − p.n/ < kynk < 1 C p.n/ and
kxn − enk D
∥∥∥∥xn − xn C yn − xnkynk
∥∥∥∥  jkynk − 1j C kyn − xnkkynk <
2p.n/
1 − p.n/
 3p.n/ < 7n:
Now let S 2 62 be arbitrary but fixed. If ftn V n 2 Ng is any countable dense subset of
T−1; 1U and T is the unique operator in S1.H/ defined by the relations T en D tnen .n 2 N/,
then, given N 2 N, we need only prove that there exists V 2 U.H/ such that
V SV −1 2 fS0 2 S1.H/ V .8n  N/.k.S0 − T /enk < 2−N/g:
Since .S/ D T−1; 1U, the fact that the spectrum of a normal bounded linear operator
on H coincides with its approximate point spectrum implies that there exist unit vectors
x0; : : : ; xN in H such that for any 0  n  N ,
kSxn − tnxnk < minfjti − tj j V 1  i < j  ng2NC3  7NC1 :
Hence, given 0  i < j  N ,
.ti − tj /.xi ; xj / D .tixi − Sxi ; xj /C .xi ; Sxj /− .xi ; tjxj − Sxj /− .xi; Sxj /;
so
j.xi; xj /j  ktixi − Sxik C ktjxj − Sxjkjti − tj j < 2
−.NC2/  7−.NC1/:
Thus, an application of the claim proved above shows that the unit vectors u0; : : : ;uN ,
obtained from x0; : : : ; xN by the standard orthogonalization process, satisfy the conditions
kxi − uik < 2−.NC2/, 0  i  N . Therefore, by extending fu0; : : : ;uN g to a complete
orthonormal system fun V n 2 Ng in H and setting V to be the unique element of U.H/
defined by the relations V un D en .n 2 N/, it follows that for any 0  n  N ,
k.V SV −1 − T /enk D kSV −1en − tnV −1enk D kSun − tnunk
D kS.un − xn/C .Sxn − tnxn/C tn.xn − un/k
 2kun − xnk C kSxn − tnxnk < 2  2−.NC2/
C 2  2−.NC3/  7−.NC1/ < 2−N : 2
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PROPOSITION 6.9.
(i) (Choksi and Nadkarni [2]) For any  2 P.T−1; 1U/, fS 2 S1.H/ V S ? g
constitutes a conjugacy invariant dense G in S1.H/, which implies that for any
S 2 S1.H/, U.H/  S is meager in S1.H/.
(ii) (Choksi and Nadkarni [1]) For any  2 P.T/, fU 2 U.H/ V U ? g constitutes
a conjugacy invariant dense G in U.H/, which implies that for any U 2 U.H/,
U.H/  U is meager in U.H/.
We are finally in a position to prove Theorem 6.1.
Since U2 \ U3 constitutes a conjugacy invariant dense G in U.H/ and 62 \ 63
constitutes a conjugacy invariant dense G in S1.H/, while the mappings 8 V U2 \ U3 3
U 7! U 2 P .T/ and 81 V 62 \ 63 3 S 7! S 2 P .T−1; 1U/ are continuous and the
mappings9 V P .T/\Pc.T/ 3  7! U 2 U2 \U3 and91 V P .T−1; 1U/\Pc.T−1; 1U/ 3
 7! S 2 62 \ 63 are Borel, Lemma 6.6 and the proof of Theorem 5.1 show that if
Y is any Borel S1-space and f V U.H/ ! Y , g V S1.H/ ! Y are any C-measurable
functions with the property that U  V ) f .U/EYS1f .V /, whenever U , V are in U.H/,
and S  T ) g.S/EYS1g.T /, whenever S, T are in S1.H/, there exist -invariant dense
G subsets B of P .T/ \ Pc.T/ and B1 of P .T−1; 1U/ \ Pc.T−1; 1U/ for which f TBU is
contained in a singleEYS1-class and gTB1U is contained in a singleEYS1-class. Thus, setting
A D 8−1TBU and A1 D 8−11 TB1U, we obtain unitary conjugacy invariant G subsets of
U2 \ U3 and 62 \63 respectively such that 9TBU  A and 91TB1U  A1, while the facts
that U2  U1 and 62  61 (see Proposition 6.8) show that A and A1 are also dense in
U.H/ and S1.H/ respectively. Indeed, the implicationsU  V 2 A ) U  V 2 B )
U 2 B ) U 2 A and S  T 2 A1 ) S  T 2 B1 ) S 2 B1 ) S 2 A1 show that
A andA1 are unitary conjugacy invariant, while the facts that89 D id and81 91 D id
show that9TBU  A and 91TB1U  A1. Therefore, by virtue of part (iv) of the theorem of
Hjorth mentioned in the introduction, we need only prove that A and A1 are contained in
the saturation of 9TBU and 91TB1U respectively according to unitary conjugacy. Indeed, if
U 2 A  U2 \ U3 and S 2 A1  62 \ 63, then U D 8.U/ 2 B  P .T/ \ Pc.T/ and
S D 81.S/ 2 B1  P .T−1; 1U/ \ Pc.T−1; 1U/; hence 9.U / D U and 91.S/ D S
and the spectral theorem implies that U  9.U/ 2 9TBU and S  91.S/ 2 91TB1U. 2
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